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Who/How to Blame for Attacks on the 

Internet Infrastructure?
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• The Internet infrastructure is alarmingly 

insecure

• The Internet’s infrastructure was designed in 

the 80’s without security in mind

• Security not even on the horizon

3 stories, 1 theme
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• Naming/addressing with the Domain Name System (DNS)

– DNS = the Internet’s phone book

– google.com = ?

• Routing with the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

– BGP = the Internet’s google maps / Waze

• The Network Time Protocol (NTP)

– NTP = the Internet’s global clock

3 stories, 1 theme
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Repeated attacks against major financial 
institutions and governments in Europe and 

the US

An Anecdote



Rare Incident? Not Really!
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• To disconnect victim from the Internet (large 

corporation, nation state, …)

• To be a man-in-the-middle

(snoop on traffic, tamper with traffic, …)

• To impersonate the victim

• To hide under someone else’s identity

• To attack protocols/mechanisms that utilize Internet 

routing (BitCoin, DNS, …)

• …

Why Do this?



The Internet
Organization

1

Organization
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My IP addresses are ***

No, my IP addresses are ***!

Attack: Hijacking IP Addresses



• Devastating

– Can bring down an organization/state 

• Easy to launch

– All you need is a BGP router

• Hard to detect in real time

– often only detected (if at all) after the fact

• Plausible deniability

– configuration errors are common!

– market for compromised routers

What’s So Special About These Attacks?

Departure from 

Traditional Warfare



President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia suggested on 

Thursday that “patriotically minded” private 

Russian hackers could have been involved in 

cyberattacks … Hackers, he said, “are like 

artists” who choose their targets depending how 

they feel “when they wake up in the morning.” 

(NY Times, June 2017)

Did Russia Manipulate the

US Presidential Elections?
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• Is attribution the real challenge?

• What is the nation state accountable for?

• What do nation states want?

– Deliberate ambiguity? Nuclear capabilities as a useful 

analogue?

• How is Internet security achievable

– Regulation? Incentives?

Some Questions



Thank you


